Ford f150 coolant

P is usually caused by a bad thermostat, low coolant, or a bad ECT sensor. If your F is really low
on coolant, it may not have enough for the ECT sensor to register. If it is so low on coolant that
the code is registering, the engine can be really hot, even though the ECT sensor is reading low
temps. Let it cool down first. Introducing room temp coolant to an engine that is overheating
can cause a head gasket to blow. If the coolant level is fine, the thermostat may be stuck open.
The cooling system will keep the engine running cooler than it needs to run. This in turn will
keep the coolant temperature too cool for closed loop fuel control. You may notice the heater is
not working as well, and that your temperature gauge is not as high as it should be. If the ECT
sensor has gone bad, coolant would still be flowing through the thermostat, and the coolant
levels would be full and cycling. Good luck diagnosing P in your Ford F If there is anything that
you would like to add, please feel free to leave a comment below. It only takes a moment. Bad
Thermostat or Thermostat Housing If the coolant level is fine, the thermostat may be stuck
open. Bad ECT Sensor If the ECT sensor has gone bad, coolant would still be flowing through
the thermostat, and the coolant levels would be full and cycling. The most recently reported
issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Ford F
based on all problems reported for the F A message on my dash came up saying to add brake
fluid and I did. I took my truck to the nearest dealership, carslbad Ford Lincoln. The master
cylinder and booster had a recall and was replaced, but the brake fluid that leaked into the
engine was never addressed by the service and repair center. It's beyond obvious that the only
way any brake fluid leaked into the engine was due to the damaged manufacturer part s , the
master cylinder and the booster, that were not only damaged but in recall status - recall 20s The
gm and service manager of the carslbad Ford Lincoln dealership have the power, the support
and backing of a behemoth. Also, with 2 blown turbo chargers, tube asy, converter asy, sensors
etc which all need to be replaced; my truck is not safe for me to drive and other citizens
communting with or without their families on american highways shouldn't be subjected to this
unsafe vehicle being on the road. Vehicle suddenly lost power while driving both from a stop
and at highway speeds. I shut off vehicle and restarted it which seemed to temporarily solve the
problem only to have it reoccur days later. Engine code registered on the dash display. Code
was retrieved p which correlates to a faulty throttle body. Ford has acknowledged this problem
with an extended warranty replacement, but my local dealership will not replace the throttle
body, so I was forced to replace it myself and pay for the faulty part. My vehicle had less than
36, miles at the time of this incident. When the vehicle loses power in traffic, it is definitely a life,
health, safety issue. I feel that Ford should initiate a recall for obvious safety reasons. Ford has
put out various TSB's regarding this documented problem. I was recently pulling a travel trailer
down a mountain pass with my f with the 3. I took the truck to the service shop and it was
determined to be the throttle body and it was replaced. For the 4th time in 94, miles!!! Minor
miracle there were no accidents. I've filed complaints to Ford on each occasion and they've
done nothing about it! Driving eastbound on I at 75 mph, on a mountain, suddenly advanctrac
fault warning and engine power lost. Vehicle entered limp mode. This was a very dangerous
situation. Semi traffic at high speeds were blowing past very little shoulder space to navigate.
At each guard rail I was forced to stop - wait for a break in traffic- restart and pray for enough
momentum to get around the area. I finally limped into wilcox az and contacted Ford roadside
assistance. Fra advised that due to covid 19 no personal transportation is available. No
alternate transportation is available in wilcox az. Smith Ford service does not open until
Monday. Pyramid roadside service found damaged wiring behind accelerator pedal and loose
pedal. I had to walk alone in the desert to find a hotel. I eventually walked another 2 miles
pulling a suitcase to a grayhound station to phoenix Sunday miles. I will contact dealer
tomorrow. I purchased may 5, and was not made aware of potentially dangerous situation. No
recall was issued for this dangerous defect. Not only could I have been seriously injured on the
interstate, I was put in very high risk situations both due to covid 19 high risk in this part of the
country but also my personal safety being alone without transportation in an area with limited
resources. I live in papillion, ne and have a long way to go to get back home. Tl the contact
owned a Ford F Contact stated he was in his home when he heard a loud explosion, upon going
outside he saw flames exiting under the hood of the truck. The contact stated the vehicle was
engulfed in flames as the vehicle was parked in the car port his home caught on fie. The contact
was able to alert his family and everyone exited the home safely. The fire and police department
was contacted. The fire department was able to extinguish the flames. The contact mentioned
that the vehicle was not driven in about a week and that he had purchased the vehicle 4 months
ago. A police and fire department report were filed. The vehicle and the contact home were both
deem a totaled loss by the police department. The manufacturer was not made ware of the
issues. The dealer was not contacted. The failure mileage was approximately 50, The contact
had mentioned he a failure with the engine block heater. My Ford f with engine block heater

caught fire today 14 February at am. It was moving and caught fire when I parked the truck. I
was completing a 3 hour drive of approximately miles I had less than 5 miles to go till I arrived
at my destination when my sensors started lighting up my message board and dash system. I
was in the left turn lane to enter the on-ramp to us65 south when this happened so I pulled off to
the shoulder to investigate. I had just put my truck in park when a car pulled up and said that
my engine was on fire. When I got out to look, the fire was rolling out from under the drivers
side wheel well. As well, there was either a fluid or melted plastic dripping down to the asphalt
that was also on fire. The fire appeared to put itself out, for the most part, prior to the fire
company arriving within the next 10 minutes. I had, what I believed to be at the time, recall work
done by mike raisor Ford in lafayette, in, less than 1 year ago. In that recall work, I thought the
block heater was disconnected so as to prevent an engine fire such as this. Now, I am having
doubts as to whether this was completely disconnected. Nhtsa campaign number is 18v and
Fords recall number is 18s Vehicle engine shakes and shuts off when stopped and at idle. This
happens after vehicle warms up and has been driven for at least 15 minutes. I have read many
other complaints about Ford trucks doing the same thing. Have read that Ford is aware of
problems with variable cam timing sensors and cam phasers, but are not issuing recall. This
has happened to me at leadt 6 times. I just bought this truck in and am having nuthin but issues
and I believe it ta be a lemon and the dealer is of no help. Attempting to accelerate, no power.
Vehicle was on 2 lane highway with concrete barriers on both sides and no shoulder. I was
going approx 70 mph. I had our toddler, new born and wife in then vehicle. Vehicle slowed faster
than I have ever felt before. Cars and trailers slamming on brakes. I'm assuming this did not
trigger my brake lights and it was almost dark. So incredibly dangerous not to mention scary.
Dash warnings indicated no traction control, hill decent or abs. Dealer is replacing the throttle
body. This was a catastrophic and dangerous flaw. Intermittently while towing, after driving
several hundred miles of non stop highway driving, the engine will kill after exiting the freeway.
When I restart it by turning the key, it will kill again as soon as I put it in drive. This will happen
several times before I get the engine to keep running. I have been to my local dealership 3 times
and they have not been able to fix the problem. Bought the truck a year and a half ago the
engine has blown and now the brake master cylinder is went out probably be the brake booster
next they should be reliable for this I'm miles over my warranty and they were still on fix it. My
vehicle was in motion at approximately 65 mph when it suddenly entered a limp mode, indicated
by multiple dash warning lights and an abrupt loss of power. The vehicle was incredibly unsafe
to operate in such condition. Ford has a known problem with the electronic throttle body used
on these motors, but has failed to issue a recall on a part that could cause great bodily harm
and injury if it should fail in heavy traffic scenarios. Tl the contact owns a Ford F While driving
approximately 65 mph, "see service manual, traction control not available, check engine"
illuminated on the instrument panel. The vehicle lost power and the accelerator pedal did not
respond. The contact coasted the vehicle to the side of the road to a complete stop as it began
to shake. When the vehicle was turned off and restarted, all the warning indicators went away
and then illuminated again. The vehicle was driven to the contact's residence. Rich Ford lomas
blvd, albuquerque, nm was contacted via phone. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer for
diagnostic testing. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The vehicle was not
repaired. The approximate failure mileage was 49, I had the wrench symbol appear on my dash
display and the vehicle stopped, lost power while I was in traffic. It is now at the dealer that sold
it to me, but this is scary situation to lose power while driving. Was driving down the highway at
45 mph, all of a sudden advance track service warning appeared, hill descent off, and truck lost
all power and began to idea roughly, could not accelerate, was able to pull off the road.
Fortunately I have a mechanical background, turned off ignition waited a minute and tried to
restart the truck, cranked harder than normal, engine service lite was on, turned off advance
track and went a few miles and happened again. Went through same steps and restarted
vehicle, was able to drive 10 miles to home. When I started the truck this morning the engine
service light was off, went a few miles and same thing happened again. This is a definite serious
accident waiting to happen. If you are on an interstate go 70 mph in traffic and this would
happen most people would not know what to do. Doing some online searching this seems to be
a problem that Ford has failed to address , it must take loss of life before this problem is
addressed. While driving low speeds, the engine shuddered and the vehicle hesitated to
accelerate. The vehicle was taken to cleveland Ford s. Lee hwy, cleveland, TN , but the cause of
the failure could not be determined. The manufacturer was notified, but no assistance was
offered. The failure mileage was 45, I have had my truck to dealer for many multiple issues
involving electrical since approximately miles beginning with shaking when I slowed down
without utilizing brakes. Since then I've been at the dealer with many electrical issues where
truck would not accelerate and all lights would illuminate. This has been ongoing and very

unsafe. When I would attempt to make a left hand turn I would proceed to cross opposing lanes
and vehicle would feel like it was in neutral and almost was struck on numerous occasions.
Vehicle has also over accelerated very early in ownership. Most recently and I picked up my
truck and a week later same problem. I have had my truck at the dealership with electrical
problems that create a great danger to myself as well as other motorists. Certainly I cannot be
the only person who literally as of the first week of December received my ordered truck and
now after 3 years has had so many close calls when operating the vehicle. All times the vehicle
was operational and runs very rough prior to happening. I have been driving down the street
and video the trucks camera and other items going on and off during operation. The truck has
sever electrical deficiencies and the engine has severe response issues that puts my life. My
passengers lives and the other motorist at great risk of injury or death. I am unable to supply all
the dates in the one space provided. But have all video and paperwork from all the times and
dates from dealership. Engine lost power while driving on highway at 65 mph. Without power
had to find safe place to pull over to side of road to not cause an accident. It was going straight
with cruise control on. The dealer said the issue was the electronic throttle body. Coolant
temperature to high warning. This warning came up after my truck sat without being driven for
12 plus hours. I put the key in it and started the truck tried to drive it. The truck will not go over
15 miles. The actual coolant gauge is on blue, the cool side, but this warning is still going off.
Throttle body failure on engine at 48, miles. When pulling out into traffic on city surface streets,
depressed accelerator, truck began to accelerate then suddenly stopped. Vehicle would idle
forward only. Returned fault code of p, electronic throttle body failure. Replaced throttle body
with new Ford part and vehicle returned to normal operation. Unsafe vehicle conditions due to
sudden loss of power in traffic conditions. Sudden failure occurred, no other signs or
symptoms of problems prior to incident. In every case, I have had to pull over, shut the engine
down, wait until all systems have powered down, and restart the truck. In the past and the most
recent occurrence, sometimes this only occurs once but in a couple of instances it will occur a
couple of times in a row before resuming normal operation. This is a very dangerous conditiontotal loss of power while in traffic on busy roads. Ford has diagnosed as an electronic throttle
body failure and refused to cover this on warranty out of warranty 3 mos and it has taken much
research on my part to discover that this is a known issue with Ford etb's going back some time
with over 60k failure reports over many different vehicles. Towing a lb. Travel trail from colorado
to California , every time after about 3 hours of driving miles per hour I get off the highway to
fuel or whatever else get to the offramp truck dies! Almost exactly the same experience as
incident numbers , , and There may be others, but, I didn't go any further. I was driving on a
bridge without any safety shoulders and the vehicle suddenly lost all power, "hill start assist
not available" indicator came on, "service advance trac" indicator came on, and "see manual"
indicator came on with the wrench symbol. After nearly being rear-ended by another car, I was
able to coast to an off ramp and pull over. The truck was shaking violently. I shut it off and then
restarted it and was able to get back over the bridge but then the same exact scenario happened
again on the other side. On the way home, it happened a couple more times but I was able to get
it home. I scheduled a service appointment at a Ford dealer to take the truck in on Monday. The
vehicle has about 43, miles on it. As I mentioned earlier, I was almost rear-ended by another
vehicle when this occurred, so, this is an extremely dangerous malfunction. After fixing it they
were having issues with it not starting and called Ford to trouble shoot the issue. I have lived
I'm my home since and many cars in the drive way this has never happened before. My brother
said the wiring is soy based. Seems odd this is happing on a new vehicle. While the contact was
on vacation, the vehicle caught fire in the driveway. The contact's child was at home, saw the
vehicle on fire, and called the fire department. The fire department extinguished the fire. A
police report was filed. There were no injuries. The cause of the failure was not determined. The
contact's insurance company deemed the vehicle totaled. The dealer and manufacturer were not
notified. The failure mileage was unknown. While driving on a busy highway with no warning my
F lost power. These warnings included: service advance trac, hill descent fault, see manual,
airbag fault, and the service wrench. The engine idled roughly and the vehicle had to be turned
off. We restarted and the same issues occurred so we parked the vehicle. While pulling out of
my work parking lot onto the main road, my engine lost power and multiple lights lit up on the
dashboard. I had to coast into the middle lane and then off into the post office parking lot to
avoid traffic. Was driving straight down a highway. Truck warning lights started appearing on
the dash hill descent control fault, hill assist fault, service advance trac. Turn signals would not
work and gas pedal was unresponsive. Truck slowed to almost a complete stop and began
shaking violently as the engine was about to die. On three occasions my truck has lost all
power, once in a parking lot and twice while cruising at 45 mph. Outside temps 65 deg. And
roads were smooth. Air bag light, wrench icon, service advance trac come on. Engine will

remain idling regardless of gas pedal position. The engine is running on maybe 4 cyls. After the
engine is turned off and restarted it will act normally. This truck is the 3. As I was driving about
40 mph, the truck suddenly decelerated to almost a stand still. Two messages appeared on the
dash board info system. Service needed for hill assist and advance trac, or something similar. I
had to drive home, half mile, at a walking pace which was as fast as the truck would go. There
was no warning. This is a deadly flaw. How could you not have Ford f in your database?. Truck
was in park with the engine running. Nobody was in the truck which was on a slight incline. It
was standing still in the back yard while I was trying to get the garage door closed. It took off
going through a chainlink fence, across a neighbors yard, and came to rest on a bank on the
other side of the neighbors yard. The fence and brush caused several heavy scratches to the
truck. Engine light flashing at 7, miles. On highway traveling 70mph engine began running very
rough and began to decelerate. Engine light began to flash. Dealership authorizes long block
engine change. TSB and Truck lost engine power. Truck was still running, but pressing the
accelerator did nothing. Electrical system still functioned power steering and lights and brakes
worked normally. Engine was still running, but idling very rough, like it had dropped a cylinder,
and the truck was shuddering as it was idling both in gear, and in park. Resumed normal ops on
restart. Dealer replace throttle body under TSB but this should be elevated to a full recall. The
contact owns a Ford F While driving 35 mph, the vehicle lost total power as it rumbled and
shook. Also, various warning indicators illuminated, including the powertrain fault, stability
control, air bag, and check service manual. The contact stated that the running board failed to
retract. The contact pulled the vehicle over to the side of the road and restarted the vehicle.
When the contact retrieved the vehicle several hours later, the failure recurred and the vehicle
was towed back to the dealer. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure, but did not
assist. The failure mileage was approximately 6, Car Problems. Engine And Engine Cooling
problem 1. Engine And Engine Cooling problem 2. Engine And Engine Cooling problem 3.
Engine And Engine Cooling problem 4. Engine And Engine Cooling problem 5. Engine And
Engine Cooling problem 6. Engine And Engine Cooling problem 7. Engine And Engine Cooling
problem 8. Engine And Engine Cooling problem 9. Engine And Engine Cooling problem Engine
And Engine Cooling problems Car Stall problems. Check Engine Light On problems. Engine
Stall problems. Gas Recirculation Valve egr Valve problems. Engine Shut Off Without Warning
problems. Engine Exhaust System problems. Engine Knocking Noise problems. Crankcase pcv
problems. Engine Cooling System problems. Engine Failure problems. Lake Chevy helped make
these videos. Adding engine coolant also known as antifreeze to your Ford F is pretty easy.
Engine coolant circulates through your engine to keep it cool in the summer but won't freeze in
the winter. Make sure to check your engine when it is cold for an accurate reading. The video
above shows you where the coolant reservoir in your F is located and how to add coolant. Be
sure to check your owners manual to determine the correct type of fluid to add - for Fords, it will
typically be in a section titled Fluid Capacities in the back of your manual. Some coolants will
come premixed Removing the coolant reservoir cap on a warm engine could cause the cap to
fly off at a high rate of speed and fluid to spray out of the reservoir. Always wear safety goggles
when working on your F Promptly wipe up any spilled fluid as it is highly toxic. Animals love its
sweet taste, so even a spilling a small amount on your garage floor can end up in the dog's
stomach pretty quickly. If you notice an oily surface in your coolant, immediately have your
mechanic inspect your F for head gasket leakage. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Car companies often use the same
engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace
fog lights. Don't be caught in the fog with burnt out fog light bulbs. Secure precious cargo. You
love your kids right? See how to properly secure their car seat. Try this cheap fix for leaks.
Animals love the sweet smell of antifreeze, too bad it's toxic! Fix your minor leaks. Determine if
your air filter is dirty. Learn where your air filter is located and how to determine if it needs to be
changed. See all videos for the Ford F We have a massive and growing video library, but we
don't have everything The Ford F is one of the best selling vehicles of all time. With millions of
units on the road, there is no doubt that over time some problems will happen more often than
others. While not intended to be an all-inclusive list, we put together this Ford F common
problems guide to help pinpoint a few of the nagging issues we think owners and potential
buyers should keep in mind. A nagging issue with models are coolant leaks at the heater core.

The factory plastic inlet and outlet connectors can become brittle and crack over time, causing
a leak. These connectors are located on the firewall and can be repaired using new heater core
connectors. Ford utilized quick-connect fittings on these vehicles that do not have a classic
worm clamp style retainer. Instead, a wire clip holds the connector in place and an O-ring seals
the connection. Over time the O-ring can lose its ability to seal the cooling system and coolant
loss occurs. The repair is fairly straightforward using a new upper radiator hose. Certain 4.
Replacement exhaust manifold hardware is available, as are replacement exhaust manifolds.
When choosing a replacement exhaust manifold , make sure to choose a part that is improved
over the original design so it does not fail in the same way as the factory original. Keep in mind
that even though the repair parts are reasonably priced, the repairs themselves can be time
consuming. On four wheel drive models the front wheels use a vacuum powered actuator to
engage and disengage driveline power to the front wheels. This system can fail and cause the
actuators to partially engage the splines of the front wheel hub, creating a grinding noise.
During normal operation, vacuum from the engine disengages the front hubs and allows them
to spin freely in two wheel drive mode. Shifting into four wheel drive mode causes the IWE
vacuum solenoid to stop supplying vacuum to the actuator at the front wheel hub, thus
engaging drive power to the front wheel. A malfunctioning solenoid, leaking vacuum reservoir,
or leaking vacuum line can cause the hub to engage randomly, resulting in a grinding noise and
eventually damage to the hub actuator itself. Repairs to the vacuum solenoid, lines, or reservoir
are fairly straight forward while replacing the hub actuators requires disassembly of the front
driveline to access the back of the wheel hubs where the axle shafts attach. Next on our list of F
common problems centers around the variable camshaft timing VCT solenoid used in 4. The
engine may be louder than normal, almost sounding like a diesel engine, and exhibit rough
running at low RPM. This may be caused by worn out or gummed up VCT solenoids , which are
located near the front of the engine under the valve covers. Malfunctioning VCT solenoids
cause erratic engine timing, and may affect engine performance. Earlier versions of these
engines mostly pre had the VCT solenoids easily accessible via a hole in the valve cover. No
such luck on the later models, which require removing the valve cover and a lot of other
components in the way in order to replace the solenoid. Camshaft phasers can also be a source
of rattling and poor performance. The VCT solenoids control the oil sent to the camshaft
phasers, which in turn adjust the timing. If a repair is needed, it would be wise to consider
servicing the entire timing chain system chain, chain guides, and tensioners while the engine is
accessible. For EcoBoost 3. This is caused by the timing chain stretching, and may quiet down
once the chain tensioners are pressurized with oil. This repair is very involved and requires
specialty tools to complete, which makes a stop by your your local NAPA AutoCare a smart idea
for proper diagnosis. Luckily the repair consists of replacing the old worn or missing bushings
with a new set , although some disassembly of the center console is required. While not a
critical issue, a missing or damaged remote entry key fob can be a real annoyance at times.
Over time key fob buttons can lose their symbols due to thousands of button pushes, making
for a guessing game when it comes time to lock or unlock the truck. To remedy the problem
simply swapping the key fob case can make things good as new. While you have the fob apart,
go ahead and swap in a new battery for good measure. If the key fob is missing complete, the
solution is to get a brand new key fob and program it to match the truck. Programming is quick
and easy, just follow the instructions in the video below:. Replacement is fairly straightforward
with just a few bolts. If you hear a clicking noise when setting your HVAC temperature to full hot
or full cold, or if the temperature does not change at all when adjusting the temperature control,
the blend door actuator may have failed. The actuator controls air movement through the HVAC
ducts, including what air flows through the heater core. Luckily the repair is fairly
straightforward, requiring only a new blend door actuator and some minor disassembly of the
dashboard. These are just a few of the Ford F common problems we have come across. Each
truck is different and repair needs can depend on maintenance schedules, driving style,
environment, and many other factors. Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons. With an
automotive writing career spanning over two decades, Brian has a passion for sharing the
automotive lifestyle. An avid DIYer he can usually be found working on one of this many project
cars. His current collection includes a Olds Delta 88 convertible and a slant-6 powered
Plymouth Duster. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website
in this browser for the next time I comment. Skip to content The Ford F is one of the best selling
vehicles of all time. Coolant Leaks A nagging issue with models are coolant leaks at the heater
core. Exhaust Leaks Certain 4. Sloppy Console Shifter models with the console shifter option
may suffer from worn out shifter cable bushings. Damaged or Missing Remote Entry Key Fob
While not a critical issue, a missing or damaged remote entry key fob can be a real annoyance
at times. Broken Blend Door Actuator If you hear a clicking noise when setting your HVAC

temperature to full hot or full cold, or if the temperature does not change at all when adjusting
the temperature control, the blend door actuator may have failed. Categories Maintenance Tags
4WD , engine maintenance , Ford , four-wheel drive , key fob , keyless entry , pickup , spare tire ,
truck , work trucks. Related Articles. Brian Medford View All With an automotive writing career
spanning over two decades, Brian has a passion for sharing the automotive lifestyle. Leave a
Reply Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Close Menu Overlay. Facebook
Twitter Instagram YouTube. Coolant, also known as antifreeze, was invented as an additive to
your radiator water to keep it from freezing during cold weather. It was altered later to include a
chemical additive that would prevent radiator water from boiling as well. Coolant is sold at any
local automotive, hardware or department store in your area and is generally sold as a
ready-to-use mixture in 1-gallon containers. Several well-known brands are available and
provide a quality product that will allow you to change the coolant in your Ford F fairly easily.
Locate the drain valve on the bottom of your Ford F's radiator. Place a drain pan underneath the
drain valve. Take the radiator cap off of the top of the radiator, and remove the cap from the top
of the overflow tank located over the front passenger side wheel well. Open the drain valve on
the bottom of the radiator with a 19 mm open-end wrench, and allow the coolant to completely
drain out of the radiator. When the coolant is completely drained, pour the expelled coolant into
a large plastic container. Use a funnel to help you get the coolant into the container. Place the
drain pan under the drain valve. Put the end of a garden hose that is attached to a water source
into the top of the radiator. Turn the water on and allow it to run through the radiator and drain
into the drain pan. Turn the water off when the pan is full, and pour the drained water into your
large plastic container. Repeat this process until you see clear water draining from the bottom
of the radiator. Turn off the water, and close the drain valve with the open-end wrench. Pour a
bottle of radiator flush into the radiator, and fill the radiator up with water. Place the cap back on
the radiator and on the overflow tank. Turn the Ford F engine on. Allow it to run for about 15
minutes to warm up the motor and to let the radiator flush remove any debris on the inside of
the motor and radiator. Shut the engine off and allow it to cool down for about 10 minutes. Take
the cap off of the radiator, and repeat Step 3 until you see clear water running from the bottom
of the radiator. Close the drain valve, and remove the drain pan from the bottom of the vehicle.
Open the cap on the overflow tank, and pour in the new coolant until it reaches the halfway
level. Place the cap back on the overflow tank. Pour the rest of the ready-to-use coolant into the
top of the radiator. Fill the radiator with water from the garden hose until it reaches the top of
the tank. Place the radiator cap back on the the radiator. Carl Pruit has been a freelance writer
since , specializing in service journalism and travel. His work has appeared on various
websites. Step 1 Locate the drain valve on the bottom of your Ford F's radiator. Step 2 Open the
drain valve on the bottom of the radiator with a 19 mm open-end wrench, and allow the coolant
to completely drain out of the radiator. Step 3 Place the drain pan under the drain valve. Step 4
Turn off the water, and close the drain valve with the open-end wrench. Step 5 Turn the Ford F
engine on. Step 6 Take the cap off of the radiator, and repeat Step 3 until you see clear water
running from the bottom of the radiator. Tips Dispose of the expelled coolant at any local
recycling center or local automotive supply. You can get a bottle of radiator flush along with the
coolant for your Ford F at any local automotive supply or department store in your area. Drain
pan 19 mm open-end wrench 2 large empty plastic containers Funnel Garden hose attached to
water source Radiator flush Ready-to-use coolant. Never attempt to change the coolant in your
Ford F when the engine is hot. Allow it to cool down first. Never pour drained coolant into the
gutter or sewer system. Your engine coolant, also called antifreeze, serves severa
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l purposes. First, it is circulated throughout the engine to the radiator to keep your engine at a
stable operating temperature. Low coolant levels can lead to overheating, which can damage
your engine. Second, antifreeze has a lower freezing point than water, which keeps it in a fluid
state during cold weather. Coolant also keeps corrosion down inside the engine that may be
caused by water. If you notice a coolant leak, it should be taken care of as soon as possible to
avoid damage to your engine. You may notice your temperature gauge reading higher than
usual, your heater may stop working, or you also notice steam under your hood. When you
need coolant, visit O'Reilly Auto Parts for the right coolant for your vehicle. We carry a variety
of coolant made for your car, truck, or SUV. Skip to content. Filter By. Color Orange 4 Pink 1
Yellow 8. Container Size 1 Gallon 10 55 Gallon 2. Show More Show Less. Compare Compare.
Car Check Vehicle Fit. Multiple Applications. View All Applications.

